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Over the past five years, 
the cost of installing a 
solar system has reduced. 
Solar energy used during 
the day, and with 
baeries at night will 
generate savings in your 
electricity bill.electricity bill.

Electricity consumers without solar will be at the mercy of the 
energy companies when these decide to increase electricity prices. 
In regards to electricity consumption, users are like a tenant who 
will keep on paying indefinitely for the accommodation. So if you 
invest in solar now you can get “free electricity” via solar in years 
to come.

By owning a Solar System you own a big share of the electricity By owning a Solar System you own a big share of the electricity 
you consume, with the savings you make immediately starting to 
pay off the cost of your investment.

To help you select and install your solar system, MetSolar will guide you through 
the process from the moment you first consider solar panels to the planning and 
installation phases of your home or business solar system



1. Solar Power can save you money – Installing Solar power enables you to generate your own 
electricity. By using your own electricity rather than buying it from your electricity company, you 
will save money as every kW/h of electricity you can use from your solar system is a kW/h of 
electricity you do not have to buy from your electricity company.

2.2. Environmental Benefits – By using electricity generated from solar panels, we reduce the need to 
generate electricity from fossil fuels like coal and gas which create carbon dioxide (CO2). This can 
reduce the potential for global warming and can create a more sustainable cleaner energy mix, as 
long as the solar panels will last a long time.

3. Energy Independence – By owning your own Solar system, you have the capacity to create your 
own electricity. This reduces your reliance on the electricity grid and electricity retailers etc and 
increases your control over your future electricity needs, expenses and lifestyle.

4. Property 4. Property Value – there are increasing studies that show that installing a solar system on a home 
may increase property value. Home buyers are increasingly recognising that a home with solar 
panels installed will have lower electricity costs. 

5. Energy reliability – High quality solar po5. Energy reliability – High quality solar power systems are a reliable power source. The sun rises 
and sets every day, while the sun shines, solar panels will make electricity. While the weather and 
the seasons will vary, the amount of electricity that the panels make are predictable. You can also 
increase the financial benefits of your solar system by changing the times you operate your 
household appliances. For example, turning your washing machine on as you leave the home in 
the morning and avoiding washing your clothes at night allows your solar system to power your 
machine during the day. With the help of lithium-iron baeries, which are becoming more 
affordable, one can also haraffordable, one can also harvest solar power during the day and use it at night.



HOW A GRID-TIE SYSTEM WORKS

PV panels are generally fied on the roof facing 
a northerly, easterly or westerly direction, and 
tilted at a particular angle to maximise the amount 
of sunlight that each panel receives.

Suburban homes connected to the electricity grid 
via power lines. Our electricity system uses a 
240Volt alternating current (AC) but the electricity 240Volt alternating current (AC) but the electricity 
generated by solar panels is a variable direct 
current (DC). To transform the DC electricity into 
AC electricity for ordinary household use, 
grid-connected solar PV systems use inverters 
aached to the PV panels called grid-tie inverters

Houses with grid-connected solar systems 
consume solar-generated electricity first, 
before switching to the electricity grid if more 
electricity is required than the solar system 
was able to produce.

Grid-connected solar systems can also Grid-connected solar systems can also 
feed-back electricity to the grid if too much 
electricity is generated via the solar system for 
the immediate needs of your home.

Unless you add storage baeries to your system, 
a grid-connected solar system is unable to store 
power in your home for use at night.





BATTERIES

Since 2015 solar storage baeries have reduced steadily in cost and in future 
years most residential solar systems will include a baery as part of the solar 
system package. Discuss with us if baeries are feasible in your circumstances.

MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Solar systems are mounted to roofs with a mounting system using various 
railings, frames and tiles or tin feet. Most mounting systems are made of 
aluminum with stainless steel hardware and are designed to accept a variety 
of solar modules on a variety of roof types. Aluminum rails with clamps 
aach the solar panels to the rail and connection brackets connect the rail to 
the roof (see diagram below).the roof (see diagram below).

Superior mounting systems are manufactured with higher grades of aluminum 
and stainless steel, often resulting in less roof weight and lower levels of 
corrosion over longer periods of time. Quality mounting rails may also feature 
robust anchoring points and design solutions that speed-up the installation 
time of your solar system.

Purchasing a strong and well-engineered mounting system is the sensible way 
to protect the into protect the investment you have made in your solar system as they will be 
more rigid. It is also advisable to ensure that the warranties on your mounting 
frame match or exceed the warranties of your solar panels and their inverter. 
The standard mounting frame warranty is 10 years.

METERING YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM

There are two fundamental steps to take 
when connecting your solar system to 
the grid

Step 1. Your electricity network company 
will specify what type of meter is required 
to measure your solar generation and energyto measure your solar generation and energy
consumption. You may be required to pay 
for the cost of the new solar meter and its 
installation in addition to the cost of your 
solar system. 

Step 2. Negotiate a rate for off-set and 
exported electricity from your solar system 
with your electricity retailer. This is called with your electricity retailer. This is called 
a ‘feed-in tariff’ (FIT) and varies by retailer 
and location. Some electricity retailers may 
not offer a FIT. If your existing electricity 
retailer does not offer a solar FIT, you may 
wish to consider changing your retailer to a 
retailer who does. 



RATING YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM

Your solar system is rated according to the number of was it can produce per hour. 

This rating is rarely achieved in full during real life conditions as dust particles, clouds 

and other natural issues will affect the quality of light that your PV panels receive.

For example 18 x 285W solar panels will create a 5,130 kW solar system. In regards to 

overall system output on an average day with intermient clouds this system will produce 

approximately 3-4 kW per hour in the best sun irradiation hours of the day.approximately 3-4 kW per hour in the best sun irradiation hours of the day.

The system will only achieve 5kW per hour on a very sunny day, in the middle of the day 

and clear sky, for example after rain.

JINKO Panels look fantastic on your roof.

A smart looking home is a more valuable asset.

Invest in JINKO panels for beer long term outcomes.

KW Stands for kilowa or 1,000

Was and is a measuer of power

KWh stands for kilowas per hour

and is a measure of energy



SHADING

The amount of electricity generated 
by your solar system directly relates 
to the amount of sunlight that your PV 
panels receive. The more your solar 
modules are covered in shade, the less 
electricity your system will generate.electricity your system will generate.

Even a single antenna or a chimney 
shadow on your panels can affect 
performance, while the overall 
effectiveness of your solar system is 
dependent on where you live.

Using micro-inverters or power 
optimisers on each panel, instead of optimisers on each panel, instead of 
one large string inverter (where 
multiple panels are connected to one 
inverter) can help with shadow issues. 
With each individual panel managed 
to achieve its maximum electricity 
output individually, the losses 
associated to shade can be reduced by associated to shade can be reduced by 
as much as 25%.

TILTING AND ORIENTATION

Solar modules can face anywhere from the East to the North 
and the West, while still providing good output performance.

In Southern Africa, a grid-connected solar system will generate 
the most solar electricity when the solar panels are facing 
north at a tilt angle of 15 to 25 degrees.

DAILY ROUTINE

Thinking about your daily routine and your electricity 
consumption will help you locate the best possible position 
for your solar panels. If lots of electricity is used in the morning, 
an easterly roof will offer the best benefits. If lots of electricity is 
used during the middle of the day, we would advise a north roof 
and if lots of electricity is used in the early and late afternoon a and if lots of electricity is used in the early and late afternoon a 
north-west roof is more likely to offer the best outcome. With 
multi-string inverters you can also put one group of solar panels 
(one string) on the East and one on the West to cover a wider 
time-span.



INSTALLING PANELS FOR GREAT PERFORMANCE

MetSolar is confident that our panels will 
give you years of reliable functionality. 
Although the cables, safety devices and 
mounting systems are less influential to the 
performance of your solar system, the use of 
poor quality cables or isolators can lead to 
premature system failures. In cases where premature system failures. In cases where 
non-branded plugs and cables were used, 
complete system failures have occurred.

For a decade of low maintenance to your 
solar system, it is strongly suggested that 
you purchase high quality solar panels,
quality solar inverters and ask for a quality 
balance of system components in all aspects balance of system components in all aspects 
of your solar system.

Some cheap solar panels have failed in the African 
climate in as lile as 24 months. Typical issues have 
been water ingress, corrosion, hot-spots, failed bypass 
diodes or junction box failures. These type of failures 
lead to the write off of the panel. Often the lengthy 
promised warranties are hard to claim when dealers, 
installers or panel manufacturers hainstallers or panel manufacturers have gone into 
liquidation or have stopped operating. Pick a substantial 
company to do business with pick Tier 1 quality from 
MetSolar. 

MOUNTING
If a suitable roof area is not available at your home, solar panels can be fied to a ground-mounted 
system in a sun-filled spot on your land. However, you will need to allow for additional costs for a 
ground mounting system, including costs for cabling. 



MetSolar  will visit your home for a site inspection, checking the roof position, discussing 
your electricity usage paern, discussing monitoring options and, where applicable, 
conduct a shade analysis, to ensure that the right quantity of the right panels are placed 
in the optimum position.

Many variables require consideration, with many difficult to spot from satellite images or 
from photos of your home. Solar companies willingness to visit your home gives some 
indication as to the quality of service you will receiindication as to the quality of service you will receive for your purchase. As a result, we 
strongly advise that you buy your solar system from MetSolar and not an internet-based 
solar sales agent.

Historically (when internet solar sales started) consumers purchased solar systems without 
site inspections, only to have their installer highlight the need for special roof brackets or a 
total switchboard upgrade before the solar can be installed. These additions added 
unexpected costs and time delays to the consumer.

HOW LONG SOLAR SYSTEMS LAST

The key components susceptible to failure 
in your solar system are the solar panels, 
the inverter and some components like 
fuses and isolators. This is often because 
cheap lower quality products have been 
sold at low prices, but hasold at low prices, but have been made to 
look like high quality via long “warranties” 
and other claims.

High quality solar products overall tend to 
have longer life-cycles as they undertake 
more quality control steps, use higher 
quality cells and solders, have stronger UV 
protection on backing sheets and ensure the protection on backing sheets and ensure the 
water sealing of panels withstands decades 
of weather induced deterioration. Very low 
cost panels with less UV stabilised backing 
sheets, cheaper sealants and more fragile 
framing can deteriorate faster and some 
have failed in Africa in as lile as 2-3 years.

Cheap inCheap inverter solutions also have higher 
failure rates than quality solutions.

The key warranty for solar panels is the 
Manufacturer’s Warranty. 

MetSolar only uses high quality components 
to ensure zero system failure. 



DOES PANEL EFFICIENCY MATTER?

A few years ago many buyers of residential 
solar did not consider the efficiency of their 
panels. If they wanted a 5 kW system they 
could buy 20 panels with 250W or 23 less 
efficient 220W panels. Most customers never 
imagined they would in the future need more 
than 5 kW of solar and in many homes around than 5 kW of solar and in many homes around 
20 to 32 panels will fit on the roof. That was 
the old solar.

But with the emergence of baery storage as 
a smart way to harvest the sun during the day 
and then to use this electricity at night, panel 
efficiency has become a very important 
consideration. Considering that the future of consideration. Considering that the future of 
electric cars is coming fast, with Volkswagen 
for example announcing many electric car 
models in a few years; one might want to 
expand ones solar system in the future to 
power the electric car.

The worldwide CO2 reduction could be 
enormous if enormous if we are able to utilise our roofs to 
generate some of the fuel for our cars. In short 
in the future one might want 4-5kW of solar 
system

for day use and 1-2 kW of solar for the baeries 
to use at night and then to fuel the car one would 
need another 4-6 kW of solar to power the car(s) 
via solar. Overall suddenly there is the need for a 
10 -12 kW system. With 260W panels this would 
mean one needs to fit at least 40 panels. On the 
other hand with the highly efficient 325W Jinko  other hand with the highly efficient 325W Jinko  
panels one would need only 32 panels.

Jinko is working to deliver in a few years 400W 
panels on the same size as the current generation, 
meaning if you can save 8 spots now – you can 
have another 3.6kW solar system for your baeries 
or cars, which you would not be able to fit otherwise.

So it is important noSo it is important nowadays to buy a system with 
future expansion capability in mind, both for 
baeries and future Electric Vehicles.

Buy now with the needs of the future in mind. 
Choose high efficient panels and save roof space 
for future expansion



The following elements are considered 
when designing a solar system:

a. The available roof space and optimum 
    panel location;

b. The orientation and pitch of the roof(s);

c. Impact of shading across all seasons 
    and time of day;    and time of day;

d. The structural soundness of the roof;

e. Sizing the strings of panels for the 
    correct voltage of the inverter solution;

f. Ensure the design meets building codes 
    and electrical standards;

g. Determining the most suitable location 
    for the in    for the inverter and the way the cables 
    are run;

h. Considering appropriate monitoring 
    options and consider if baeries are 
    appropriate.

• A local installer is more likely to fully evaluate your install requirements 
    via a site visit and ask essential questions such as; do you need a meter 
    board upgrade? What safety gear is required as part of the install? How do 
    we install scaffolding at a two storey home?

• A local large company is more likely to be around in the future to service 
    any warranty issues or system upgrades. With some call-focused solar 
    companies longevity of the company can be an issue. For example, in     companies longevity of the company can be an issue. For example, in 
    Australia since 2011 over 500 small solar companies have gone into liquidation*.

• If your installer is selling you JINKO solar panels, then in future years 
    JINKO is very likely to be able to have a local company service your JINKO 
    panels. If you choose an unknown brand, the manufacturer may go out of 
    business or the importer may stop importing these panels into Africa. It is 
    recommended to buy branded solar panels from diversified manufacturers 
    like JINKO with     like JINKO with warranties that actually have a meaning.

• Local solar companies will be most familiar with local electricity supply 
    rules. As a result the local solar installer will be able to give you the most 
    up-to date advice

It is recommended to use a local solar power company that checks your specific installation requirements. 
Please see the points below regarding the advantages of local installer over an internet based solar sales 
company. 



WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE 
25 YEAR OUTPUT “WARRANTY”

Over time solar panels will show degradation and produce 
each year a lile less electricity. In order to give purchasers 
some guidance about the level of degradation, an Output 
Warranty is offered by most manufacturers. This Output 
WWarranty goes in most cases for 25 years and guarantees that 
for conventional panels an output of around

80% of initial production efficiency is still maintained by 
the panel.

Unfortunately this “Warranty” can easily cause confusion. 
Please note an Output Warranty IS NOT a Manufacturers 
Warranty on the actual panel. For example if in year 13 your 
panel fails completely, then the Output panel fails completely, then the Output Warranty may not 
cover the faulty panel. A panel has to be in working order to 
claim an Output Warranty.

In many sales promotions the 25 YEAR Warranty is 
highlighted but when you read the details of an Output 
Warranty, you will have to pay for geing panels off the roof, 
shipped for testing and then also pay for the return and 
reinstall.reinstall.

Often the compensation for a poor performing panel is less 
than R1000, when the customer had to spend many thousands 
of Rands on install/uninstall and on the process to show the 
output of the panel is poor. Therefore this warranty only has 
a low value. Be aware of glossy 25 Year Warranty stickers – it 
is the 10 years Manufacturer’s Warranty not the Output 
WWarranty that counts



4. Panel Types & Certifications: We recommend the 
   high efficiency poly-crystalline solar panels, as this 
   is the technology used most often in quality solar 
   systems in the world today. It is also the most tested 
   technology, as poly-crystalline panels have been 
   mass produced since the 1980s.

5.5. Manufacturer’s Warranty: Many manufacturers will 
   offer 10 years’ manufacturing warranty and an 80% 
   output efficiency warranty at 25 years. 

6. Choose a quality Inverter solution to go with quality 
   panels: An inverter is the heart of your solar system. 
   It will have a direct impact on the efficiency of 
   conversion from solar power to usable electric 
   po   power of your system. The more efficient the inverter
   solution, the beer the energy conversion process 
   will be. The bigger and more established the 
   manufacturer, the more likely warranty claims or 
   required repairs will be dealt with smoothly.

7. Mounting & Accessories:
   There are building standards for every aspect of the 
   mounting and electrical accessories used in a solar    mounting and electrical accessories used in a solar 
   system. Quality systems are certified. Ensure that the 
   installer uses the certified product by geing the 
   products used in your system listed as part of the quote.
 

Unfortunately, as in any industry, some unscrupulous operators can affect the reputation of professional, 
positive and reliable suppliers. Please see the helpful hints below to give you a positive solar experience. 

1. Do your research about brands and prices. 
   There are some very cheap offers in the market, 
   but these cheaper deals can hide poor quality 
   equipment that are made to appear like quality 
   products. You are looking for a product that lasts 
   25 years so that your financial investment is repaid 
   o   over and over. Find out about the company offering 
   the very cheap deal.

2. How big your roof is and how big a solar system 
   can it fit? Remember to allow some reserve space 
   for when you install a solar storage baery for 
   night time solar power use, and then again for more 
   baery storage capacity to charge up an electric car 
   in future    in future years. Your quality solar system is built to 
   last 25+ years. Go back 25 years to the days of ‘brick’ 
   mobile phones, dot matrix printers and gheo blasters 
   to consider what the next 25 years may herald and 
   how your home power needs may grow.

3. Solar systems vary in quality and size and so does 
   the price. Set yourself a budget. You are making a 
   25    25 years or longer investment, so please consider 
   quality and real warranty support over everything 
   else. And remember a solar system with a good brand 
   name and performance at the time you sell your home 
   may increase your property value.



info@metsolar.co.za

MetSolar is driven by the desire to put the power back into our customers’ hands when it comes 
to generating, using and saving energy around their homes or businesses. We work with only 
the very highest quality and trusted brands, products and installers to ensure that Africans
can access clean, renewable and cheap energy and cut their reliance on traditional electricity 
suppliers

Finding efficient and environmentally sustainable solutions to fit all Africans is core to 
our business – not only in the products and services our business – not only in the products and services we offer, but also in the way we operate. 
We work hard with both global partners and the African energy industry to simplify jargon,
offer the most recent technology and conduct personal, in-home energy audits which encompass 
expertise about solar-generated power to suit an individual household or business’s needs. 

Because of this, you can rest assured that we will still be around in years to come with tried and 
tested brands such as JINKO. SMA, SCHLETTER to support products and warranties should the 
need arise. We value these relationships and always strive to strengthen them.


